Rayat Shikshan Sanstha started Inspire project in order to develop scientific temper among students from beginning stage of undergraduate level.

Under inspire project, 10 students of B.Sc.I were chosen on merit basis during academic year 2019-20. Under rayat inspire small projects were distributed among students as per their interest. The student have prepared model under the guidance their respective teachers. Five students participated in "Rayat Central Inspire Project Exhibition organized by S.G.M. college Karad on 18th Dec 2019. They have presented three models. One model of spray pump on mobile battery achieved Consolation Prize. Such activities are helpful to develop scientific temper and it also increases interest in science related subject.

**Outcomes**: 1. Inculcating Scientific temper among undergraduate students.
2. Acquainting students with ongoing research developments.

**Beneficiaries**: Total 5 Students from physics department participated in the event.
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